The Great Chocolate Mystery
A Host-Party Game
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

CLUE BILLIE BONKERS R4
CLUE CANDY BARR R3
CLUE COCOA NUTT R3
CLUE COCOA NUTT R5
CLUE JACQ LATT R3
CLUE KIT CATT R2
CLUE TREY ONE R4
CLUE LOLITA POPP R5
CLUE LOLITA POPP R4
PREGAME CLUE
CLUE BONNIE BONKERS R2

These materials are available for download on our site.
Login at www.hostparty.com and go to Materials page.
Notes From Author

Thank you for downloading a sample of this game. This is an abbreviated sample of the full game kit available for purchase. This sample should give you a basic understanding of the game and how it is played. If you have any questions, check out our support site: http://support.host-party.com
Host Preparation

Here are a few tips to help you prepare yourself and your cast for the.

Read the Guide on How to Host a Host-Party. This guide will give you all the specifics on preparing for and hosting your party. This guide should have been emailed to you upon purchase. It is also available from the Materials menu on the Host-Party website.
Guest Instructions

Before The Party

With your invitation, you should receive these instructions and details of the character you are going to play together with your costume ideas and a pre game clue. (This clue helps to set the scene for the evening’s events).

Follow the costume suggestions but feel free to improvise wherever you prefer.

On The Night

On arrival at the party you may be given a nametag or label (please be careful with delicate fabrics). The host will then make an announcement about what has just happened and the mystery will begin.

You will be given your player clues and the events will unfold. On your first slip is some secret information, which you should not reveal unless directly challenged. Your slip will also tell you whether you are the murderer or not. If you are the murderer you may lie as much as you like. If you are not the murderer you must tell the truth.

As the evening progresses you will be able to ask and answer questions, read clues and form your opinion as to the identity of the murderer.

At the end of all the rounds the host will ask each player to make an accusation, giving reason, motive and method, of who they think is the murderer.

After everybody has guessed the host then asks the players to read their solution round slip in strict number order, starting with the lowest number first. Each player then reads his or her own section until the murderer is revealed.
Round 1 - Spicy Shocks

Round Instructions

To start the game Billie Bonkers reads out the introduction Parts 1 and 2 explaining what is happening.

The host gives out the clues for the rounds. The guests follow the instructions on their clues, which contain information that they have to keep to themselves until challenged, or information which they must reveal during the round.

INTRODUCTION PART ONE TO BE READ BY BILLIE BONKERS

Hello everybody, and welcome to Billie Bonkers’ Chocolate Factory where everybody’s dreams are made. I am Billie Bonkers and I make those dreams come true.

The reason for our party tonight is to launch the first every public tasting of our brand new flavour, Cherry Surprise.

This brand new flavour has taken six months to develop and after a lot of hard work it is finally ready.

So without further ado it gives me great pleasure to ask you all to pick up your Cherry Surprise chocolates and if we are all ready, 3, 2, 1, taste!

(Cries of yuk, oh no, that’s awful.)

It tastes like somebody has put chillies in the chocolate, they are horrible!

INTRODUCTION PART 2 TO BE READ BY BILLIE BONKERS

Hello again everybody, I am sorry about that. It was a real shock to taste the first chocolate and find out that it had chili in it.

Somebody has tried to ruin my taste buds and the reputation of my chocolates. I just hope they’re not poisonous.

I think we should do some of our own detective work to see if we can catch the culprit.
**Round 1 Clue for Billie Bonkers**

**clue**

REVEAL THIS INFORMATION NOW

Hello everybody, I am Billie Bonkers and I am the owner of this factory. I have been in charge here for the past five years and I am happy that Bonkers Chocolates are the best selling chocolates in England.

It was a terrible shock to taste the first official Cherry Surprise and find it had got something horrible in it. I have called in the police to investigate and they will be here later.

This clue should be revealed to others.

---

**Round 1 Clue for Bonnie Bonkers**

**clue**

REVEAL THIS INFORMATION NOW

Hello everybody, I am Bonnie Bonkers and I am Billie’s sister.

I have never really had that much to do with the chocolate business but Billie wanted me to come along today for the big launch.

It’s such a shame everything has turned out so badly.

This clue should be revealed to others.
**Round 1 Clue for Candy Barr**

**clue**

REVEAL THIS INFORMATION NOW

Hi y’all. I am Candy Barr and I own a chocolate making business in America called Barrs. We make all kinds of chocolates and candies. I am over in England on a trip to see if there are any English chocolate makers for sale. As I was over here already Billie kindly invited me to the launch of the new chocolates.

This clue should be revealed to others.

---

**Round 1 Clue for Cocoa Nutt**

**clue**

REVEAL THIS INFORMATION NOW

Hello ladies and gentlemen. My name is Cocoa Nutt and I am the deputy taster here at Billie Bonkers’ Chocolate Factory. My big dream is that one day I will be the chief taster, that’s if Billie decides to retire.

This clue should be revealed to others.
Round 1 Clue for Jacq Latt
clue

REVEAL THIS INFORMATION NOW

Hello, I am Jacq Latt and I am the chief chocolate maker here at Bonkers Chocolates, sorry, here at Billie Bonkers’ Chocolate Factory. I keep forgetting and calling it by the old name. I love my job and I was very proud of the new flavour. It is such a shame that somebody put chillies into the mixing machine and spoilt the chocolate.

This clue should be revealed to others.
Character Information

The information below will provide you with the basic information for each character. If you have assigned guests to the characters, these pages will include the guest name and login information. THESE PAGES MAY INCLUDE DETAILS RELATED TO SOLVING THE MYSTERY! You may want to avoid these pages if you intend to try to solve the mystery. This sample kit will only show the first two characters.

Billie Bonkers (Owner of the chocolate factory)

**Description:** The owner of Billie Bonkers' Chocolate Factory  
**Motive:** She wanted publicity for her new chocolates

Billie Bonkers (Owner of the chocolate factory)

**Description:** The owner of Billie Bonkers' Chocolate Factory  
**Motive:** She wanted publicity for her new chocolates
Suggested Recipes

Recipes are provided in the purchased game kit.
Other Games From Host-Party.com

Below is a list of other games available from Host-Party.com.

A Rockin' Hot Tub Murder
A classic style murder mystery game for 8 to 12 players set in the present. Ideal for playing around a hot tub or pool or for a summer barbecue. It's electrifyin'.

A Broken Heart Murder on Valentine's Day
"A Broken Heart Murder" is a simple to use murder mystery for 8-14 people. It's a great way to move a party, have lots of fun and entertain your guests. How exciting to celebrate with the trivia and dancing that is included, and of course a murder! Everyone is a suspect, so come join the fun!

A Cereal Killer?
This simple to use non-murder mystery for 6-12 people is a great way to entertain your family and friends. Ideal for young teen or pre-teen girls, this game would be great fun at a birthday party or sleep-over.

A Devilish Masquerade
A non-murder mystery game for at least 5 teens. A great choice as a Halloween party for teens, can be expanded to include an unlimited number of characters. A brief appearance by an adult hostess is built into the game to help set the scene.

A Fatal Fairy Tale
Goldilocks has been murdered and Mr. Holmes has a new mystery to unravel. Which famous literary character is responsible? This game is dedicated to everyone who played "Deadly Ever After" and asked me to write another.

A Holiday Murder
This holiday murder mystery game for 8-14 party guests is a great way to move a party, have lots of fun and entertain your guests! Set in the era of the 70s & 80s, it includes trivia, dancing and of course, a murder! Come join the fun!

A Knight's Quest
King Arthur is dying. The Knight's of the Round Table have been called together. They are to be sent on 4 quests with the final goal of finding the Holy Grail, a magic cup that will heal the King. However, Mordred and his band of evil knights will be doing everything they can to stop the Knights of the Round Table from helping the King.

A Lethal Luau
This simple to use adult murder mystery for 10-15+ people is a great way to have lots of fun with your guests! So don your colorful Island attire and prepare for an exciting evening that spikes up a murder!

A Licence To Murder
The party is being held at Funnynnn's Health Spa to celebrate the wedding of top secret agent James Bland, and you are invited to attend. A murder mystery game for 8 to 12 players set in the world of secret agents and mad megalomaniacs.

A License To Murder
A murder mystery game for 8 to 12 players set in the world of secret agents and mad megalomaniacs.